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SUMMARY 

• We forecast a mild recession in the US and the euro area in 2023, with real GDP 
contracting by 0.2% in both places. Significant tightening of financial conditions 
along with the largest inflation shock to real incomes in decades will continue to 
take their toll on economic activity. On a more positive note, the relatively 
strong balance sheets of households and corporates should help cushion the 
recession’s impact. 

• In the US, we expect household consumption to bend (but not break) as 
unemployment rises gradually in the second half of next year. In the euro area, 
the labour market looks resilient and fiscal policy should remain broadly 
supportive, but the energy shock is too large to offset completely. 

• China is facing the short-term risk of a chaotic post-covid reopening, but also 
structural obstacles to growth due to housing deleveraging and government 
regulations. We forecast Chinese real GDP to grow by 4.5% in 2023. 

• The oil market looks set to be remain broadly balanced in the short term, but 
rising demand post China’s reopening combined with low supply elasticity may 
boost prices in H2 2023. We expect Brent prices to reach USD115 at end-2023. 

• On the heels of the US, we believe that inflation has peaked in the euro area. We 
continue to forecast global disinflation in core goods as supply constraints ease 
and demand slows. However, price pressures in labour-intensive service sectors 
will likely persist into next year. We forecast headline and core inflation to 
decline to around 3% by the end of 2023, both in the US and in the euro area. 

• Central banks will ‘keep at it’ until there is convincing evidence that core 
inflation is easing. We see a terminal rate of 5.25% for the Fed fund rate, and 
2.50% for the ECB’s deposit rate, with upside risks. Even as central banks prepare 
to slow the pace of tightening, their communication is likely to remain hawkish 
with a view to keeping inflation expectations anchored. Over the longer run, 
however, central banks could be tempted to allow inflation to run above their 2% 
target (to, say, 3%) as the least-worst solution. 
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US, euro area, Japan, China: real GDP forecasts 

 
Source: Pictet Wealth Management, 29 November 2022 

 US, euro area, Japan, China: inflation forecasts 

 
Source: Pictet Wealth Management, 29 November 2022 

US: FED RATE HIKES WILL END UP BITING   

We expect a moderate US recession in 2023, mostly due to tighter financial con-
ditions stemming from sharp monetary tightening by the Federal Reserve (Fed). 
The housing sector is likely to feel the biggest pain due to the spike in mortgage 
rates in the second half of 2022, which is putting downward pressure on property 
prices and a lid on housing transactions. Accounting for 3.1% of US GDP, residen-
tial investment could drop by over 10% in 2023. 

The key question for 2023 is whether US consumers keep spending. We do expect 
some resilience on this score. We think that the gradual depletion of pandemic sav-
ings and harder access to credit due to tightening financial conditions will be partly 
offset by moderating inflation. We expect real consumption to grow by 0.4% in 
2023, down from an expected 2.6% in 2022.  

As for corporates, souring business sentiment could mean business investment as 
well as hiring is put on ice, leading ultimately to job losses. We expect a gradual 
increase in the unemployment rate, mostly concentrated in the second half of 
the year. Overall, we expect real US GDP growth of -0.2% in 2023. 

We expect inflation to continue to moderate gradually, to 4.0% on average in 2023 
compared with 8.1% in 2022. However, high consumer inflation expectations and 
relatively sticky wage growth could make the Fed wary about letting down its guard 
too early for fear that price rises re-accelerate. We expect the Fed funds rate to 
stabilise at a terminal rate of 5.0-5.25%, which could be reached by March 2023. 
Rate cuts are unlikely before early 2024, in our view. 

EURO AREA: A MILD WINTER RECESSION FOLLOWED BY A GRADUAL RECOVERY 

The euro area economy grew at strong pace in the first half of 2022 but slowed con-
siderably in Q3 2022 due to high energy prices, record inflation and progressive 
tightening of financial conditions. The services sector benefitted from pent-up de-
mand following the end of the pandemic, but the hit to households’ disposable 
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income from high energy prices will push down consumer spending again. Recent 
data point to a mild recession in the euro area. Larger-than-expected levels of gas 
storage have reduced the risk of energy rationing this winter. The recovery in H2 
2023 is likely to be subdued since government emergency support measures are 
progressively being removed and the gas supply situation remains fragile. NextGen-
erationEU, the EU’s recovery fund, will continue to support growth, particularly in 
peripheral countries. In all, we forecast euro area growth of -0.2% in 2023, down 
from 3.3% in 2022. Country wise, Germany and Italy will be more affected by the 
energy crisis than France and Spain, which are more diversified in terms of en-
ergy sources and are both relatively more services-oriented economies.  

Slowing growth, lower energy prices and the easing of supply bottlenecks will help 
moderate inflation. We expect euro area headline inflation to peak in the current 
quarter and to average 5.3% in 2023, down from 8.5% this year. Core inflation is 
likely to ease gradually over 2023 as goods price inflation cools, but continued 
labour and energy cost pressures mean services inflation could be sticky. We 
see core inflation remaining above 2% throughout 2023. 

Easing prices pressures could lessen the need for further aggressive monetary pol-
icy tightening, with the European Central Bank (ECB) likely to reduce the pace of 
hiking from 75bp to 50bp in December. We forecast the ECB to raise its deposit 
rate to 2.5% by March 2023, with a risk that the monetary stance has to be tight-
ened further into restrictive territory if fiscal policy turns more stimulative. 

Central banks: policy rates including projections 

 
Source: Pictet Wealth Management, Fed, ECB, BoE, SNB, 29 November 2022 

ASIA: DIVERGING FORTUNES  

The Chinese authorities recently issued a set of measures aimed at providing credit 
support to property developers and propping up weak growth momentum. These 
measures may help stabilise the housing sector in the coming months, although a 
massive rebound is unlikely for structural reasons. On the covid front, the authori-
ties recently made a series of adjustments to covid restrictions, possibly in prepara-
tion for an eventual exit from their ‘zero-covid’ policy (ZCP). But the recent out-
break of large-scale protests against the ZCP could lead to political turmoil ahead. 
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The likelihood the re-opening process will be messy adds to the downside risks fac-
ing China in the near term. We expect a moderate pickup in Chinese growth, 
with our 2023 GDP forecast standing at 4.5%, up from 3.2% in 2022. Our headline 
inflation forecast for 2023 is 3.0%, up from 2.2% in 2022. 

Japan’s moderate recovery will likely extend into 2023. Private consumption 
may benefit from the re-opening of the economy as households start to spend a sig-
nificant amount of excess savings, while capex seems to be picking up. The yen’s 
weakness could attract an increased flow of foreign travellers as covid restrictions 
are lifted. We expect Japanese GDP to grow 1.5% in 2023, the same as this year. We 
expect price pressure to persist in the coming months, but core inflation could 
peak in early 2023 and the annual average may settle at 1.9%, after 2.2% in 2022. 

The picture in the rest of Asia may be mixed. Waning global demand together 
with domestic monetary tightening could continue to weigh on North Asian ex-
porting nations like Taiwan and South Korea. India, with a much smaller external 
sector, will likely be less hurt by declining global growth. Rate hikes by the Reserve 
Bank of India could pose some near-term headwinds, but there are inklings of a 
solid upward trend in fixed investment thanks to a pick-up in manufacturing activ-
ity. We expect the Indian economy to expand by 6% in 2023 after 7% this year.  

Like India, ASEAN economies are enjoying a ‘demographic dividend’ and could 
continue to benefit from global supply-chain relocations. Vietnam continues to be 
a top choice for foreign manufacturers, although in the near term it faces a prop-
erty-sector slump. Thailand may see a stronger recovery in 2023 thanks to a re-
bound in tourism. The large-scale inflow of human and financial capital means in-
flation could continue to run hot in Singapore. 

OIL: PRICES TO INCREASE AFTER TEMPORARY WEAKNESS 

Economic slowdown in western economies and limited mobility in China due to 
ZCP have weighed on oil and liquid fuel consumption, which has declined by 2.4 
million barrels per day (mbd) globally year to date (ytd). In 2023, demand for oil is 
expected to increase by 2.4mbd, slightly below 2019 all-time highs. 

By contrast, supply has increased by 3.4mbd ytd to 101.6mbd, close to the all-time 
high reached in late 2018. We expect supply to decline by 1mbd in the short term 
due to the recent OPEC+ decision to cut production quotas. Meanwhile, US shale 
oil production looks set to lose steam in 2023. Non-OPEC+ countries are already 
producing above pre-pandemic levels and their potential for further increases ap-
pears limited. Russian production is likely to remain capped by sanctions.  

With most OPEC members unable to fulfil their production quotas, spare capacity 
is concentrated in a few big suppliers - namely Saudi Arabia, UAE and Iraq. In this 
context, Riyadh is back in the driving seat. OPEC+ is very likely to match a weaken-
ing of global demand with further cuts, thus putting a floor under oil prices.  

All in all, we expect the oil market to be pretty balanced in H1. By contrast, in H2, 
increasing demand combined with low supply elasticity is likely to boost prices, 
with Brent reaching USD115 per barrel at end 2023. The downside risks to this 
scenario for oil prices are plentiful. From the most to the less likely, these are: a 
deeper global recession than expected, the maintenance of China’s ZCP, further 
sustained expansion of US shale oil production, a settlement in the war in Ukraine, 
a decision by OPEC+ not to reduce supply, and regime change in Iran. 
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thereof) may or may not have 
long or short positions in, and 
buy or sell, or otherwise have 
interest in, any of the Invest-
ments mentioned herein, and 
may or may not have relation-
ships with the issuers of or 
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entities connected with In-
vestments mentioned in this 
document. BPCAL/Pictet HK 
Branch and their affiliates (or 
employees thereof) may act 
inconsistently with the infor-
mation and/or opinions pre-
sented in this document. 
The information used to pre-
pare this document and/or 
any part of such information, 
may have been provided or 
circulated to employees 
and/or one or more clients of 
BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch be-
fore this document was re-
ceived by you and such infor-
mation may have been acted 
upon by such recipients or by 
BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch. 
This document is provided 
solely for the information of 
the intended recipient only 
and should not be repro-
duced, published, circulated 
or disclosed in whole or in 
part to any other person with-
out the prior written consent 
of BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch.   
Singapore 
This document is not directed 
to, or intended for distribu-
tion, publication to or use by, 
persons who are not accred-
ited investors, expert inves-
tors or institutional investors 
as defined in section 4A of the 
Securities and Futures Act 
(Cap. 289 of Singapore) 
(“SFA”) or any person or entity 
who is a citizen or resident of 
or located in any locality, 
state, country or other juris-
diction where such distribu-
tion, publication, availability 
or use would be contrary to 
law or regulation or would 
subject BPCAL and any of its 
affiliates or related corpora-
tions to any prospectus or 
registration requirements. 
BPCAL is a wholesale bank 
regulated by the Monetary Au-
thority of Singapore (“MAS”) 
under the Banking Act Cap. 50 
of Singapore, an exempt fi-
nancial adviser under the Fi-
nancial Advisers Act Cap. 110 
of Singapore (“FAA”) and an 
exempt capital markets li-
cence holder under the SFA. 
Please contact BPCAL in Sin-
gapore in respect of any mat-
ters arising from, or in con-
nection with this document.  
Hong Kong  
This document is not directed 
to, or intended for 

distribution, publication to or 
use by, persons who are not 
“professional investors” 
within the meaning of the Se-
curities and Futures Ordi-
nance (Chapter 571 of the 
Laws of Hong Kong) and any 
rules made thereunder (the 
“SFO”) or any person or entity 
who is a citizen or resident of 
or located in any locality, 
state, country or other juris-
diction where such distribu-
tion, publication, availability 
or use would be contrary to 
law or regulation or would 
subject Pictet HK Branch and 
any of its affiliates or related 
corporations to any prospec-
tus or registration require-
ments. If you do not want Pic-
tet HK Branch to use your per-
sonal information for market-
ing purposes, you can request 
Pictet HK Branch to stop do-
ing so without incurring any 
charge to you. In distributing 
investment products as 
agents for third party service 
providers, Pictet HK Branch is 
an agent of the third party ser-
vice provider and the product 
is a product of the third party 
service provider but not Pictet 
HK Branch. In respect of an el-
igible dispute (as defined in 
the Terms of Reference for the 
Financial Dispute Resolution 
Centre in relation to the Fi-
nancial Dispute Resolution 
Scheme) arising between Pic-
tet HK Branch and you out of 
the selling process or pro-
cessing of the related transac-
tion, Pictet HK Branch is re-
quired to enter into a Finan-
cial Dispute Resolution 
Scheme process with you; 
however any dispute over the 
contractual terms of the prod-
uct should be resolved be-
tween directly the third party 
service provider and you. 
Banque Pictet & Cie SA is a 
limited liability company in-
corporated in Switzerland. It 
is an authorized institution 
within the meaning of the 
Banking Ordinance and a reg-
istered institution (CE No.: 
BMG891) under the SFO car-
rying on Type 1 (dealing in se-
curities), Type 4 (advising on 
securities) and Type 9 (asset 
management) regulated activ-
ities. The registered address 
of Pictet HK Branch is 9/F., 
Chater House, 8 Connaught 
Road Central, Hong Kong. 
Warning: The contents of this 
document have not been 

reviewed by any regulatory 
authority in Hong Kong.  You 
are advised to exercise cau-
tion in relation to the offer.  If 
you are in any doubt about 
any of the contents of this 
document, you should obtain 
independent professional ad-
vice. Please contact Pictet HK 
Branch in Hong Kong in re-
spect of any matters arising 
from, or in connection with 
this document.  
Distributor: Pictet Bank & 
Trust Limited, where regis-
tered office is located at 
Building 1, Bayside Executive 
Park, West Bay Street & Blake 
Road, Nassau, New Provi-
dence, The Bahamas. 
The document is not directed 
to, or intended for distribu-
tion or publication to or use 
by persons who are not Ac-
credited Investors (as defined 
in the Securities Industry Reg-
ulations, 2012) and subject to 
the conditions set forth in the 
Securities Industry Regula-
tions, 2012 or to any person 
or entity who is a citizen or 
resident of or located in any 
locality, state, country or 
other jurisdiction where such 
distribution, publication, 
availability or use would be 
contrary to law or regulation 
or would subject Pictet Bank 
& Trust Limited to any pro-
spectus or registration re-
quirements. Pictet Bank & 
Trust Limited is incorporated 
in The Bahamas with limited 
liability. It is a bank and trust 
company that is licensed in 
accordance with the Banks 
and Trust Companies’ Regula-
tion Act and is regulated by 
the Central Bank of The Baha-
mas.  Additionally, Pictet Bank 
& Trust Limited is registered 
with the Securities Commis-
sion of The Bahamas as a Bro-
ker Dealer II and is approved 
to (i) Deal in Securities 1.(a) & 
(c ); (ii) Arrange Deals in secu-
rities; (iii) Manage Securities; 
(iv) Advise on Securities.  
Warning: The content of this 
document has not been re-
viewed by any regulatory au-
thority in The Bahamas.   You 
are, therefore, advised to ex-
ercise caution when pro-
cessing the information con-
tained herein. If you are in any 
doubt about any of the con-
tent of this document, you 
should obtain independent 
professional advice. 


